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i was also very dedicated to playing the guitar and didn't care much about drumming, but i was always very curious about drums. i would go to my
friends gigs and practice on the floor with my computer speakers by connecting my guitar to the computer and earphones. after a while, i started
playing simple drum patterns and would listen to my guitar and drums through my headphones. but drumming got too tiresome for me, so i found
my one true love: mixing. i first learnt how to use logic audio 6. i felt very proud at the time and started learning everything about mixing in that

program. i found it fascinating and still have that same feeling today. i even learnt how to create mixes that other people did for me, simply because
i could. the drum tracks in the beastwithme.com midi pack are perfect for finding that medium between a studio drummer and a live drummer. a
studio drummer can bring you right up to the four-on-the-floor action with a kit that fits the song, but its too easy to over-compress a metronome

and get boring. with live drums, once the drummer is booked, its like having a different drummer. different sounds, different ideas, and i love that.
everyone is learning something different. picking different grooves, different ideas, and coming up with ideas that make the whole thing unique, no
matter what type of music you play. thats the beauty of what i do. we are all different, so how can we put a group of musicians together, and make

that magic happen? heres a picture of a guy in a wheelchair (me) with my hands on fire, very modest. so i used a picture of a wheelchair with a
drumstick hooked up to it. whenever i feel like its losing one of my talents i will just picture a wheelchair sitting on top of a stool wearing my

drumstick head on fire.
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